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At this moment, Shangri-La.

The auction had ended, but charlie did not leave immediately.

He originally prepared a whole rejuvenation pill for the three distinguished
guests tonight, half of which was given to grandfather Lord Wade, and the other
half was divided into two, ready to be given to Mr. Orion Exeor, and the Nordic
man after the meeting. old queen.

This auction was able to attract so many wealthy people in Europe and America,
and it was thanks to these two people who helped to promote the endorsement.

Therefore, charlie specially prepared a simple banquet at Shangri-La and invited
the three of them to have a late-night snack.

Lord Wade and Orion Exeor knew each other, so the two had a good chat at the
dinner table, while Victoria, the old Nordic queen, was obviously a little cramped
at this dinner table.

Although she used to be the empress of a country, she has now abdicated and
lost the aura of empress.

And at this auction tonight, her self-confidence was not less hit by the rich
people behind her who were madly bidding. There is no doubt that she came in
through the back door, and her wealth was the absolute bottom of the two
hundred people.

And charlie earned more than 170 billion by selling pill tonight, and it was still in
US dollars, so sitting at this dinner table now, she felt flattered and uneasy at the
same time.
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However, charlie, who had earned more than 100 billion, was still humble in front
of these three old men.

He poured wine for the three of them in person, stood up and raised a glass, and
said politely, “Today, I would like to thank the three of you for coming from afar
and cheering for the younger generation. I will toast the three of you with this
glass of wine!”

The three of them wanted to stand up at the same time, and charlie hurriedly
said: “The three of you, please sit down, this glass of wine is for me as a junior to
respect you, everyone, please don’t be polite.”

Orion Exeor hurriedly said, “Young Master Wade, it’s a python…”
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As soon as charlie heard it, he knew that he was going to talk about the fate
again, so he interrupted him quickly and said, “Mr. Orion, the fate of the thing,
we don’t care about this table, if I don’t know you, If you meet on the bus, you
can stand up and give your seat to you, and you don’t need to be too polite with
me now.”

It was rare for Lord Wade to enjoy charlie’s respect, so he quickly persuaded
Orion Exeor: “Mr. Orion, sit down and don’t make me embarrassed.”

Orion Exeor then nodded, clasped his fists and said, “Young Master Wade, then
it’s not allowed to be polite!”

charlie smiled slightly and looked at the old queen beside him. The old queen was
even more nervous at this time. She felt that she was neither sitting nor standing,
her legs were slightly exerted, her buttocks and the chair were always kept a
little distance, half standing and half sitting. Even more senior.

charlie said hurriedly: “Ms. Iliad, you are not more polite than you are, just sit
down.”

Then the old queen sat back on the chair and said gratefully, “Thank you Mr.
wade for the unusual invitation, otherwise I would not have the qualifications to
participate in this auction.”

charlie smiled and said, “I see that you also bid a few rounds at the beginning,
how do you feel?”

The old queen said embarrassedly, “That’s because I’m out of my own power… I
thought that if I managed to get all my net worth, I might have the opportunity
to photograph the first Huichundan, but I didn’t expect the first one to be
photographed for $2 billion. The sky-high price, which has far exceeded the
wealth of our entire Iliad family…”

charlie smiled slightly: “Actually, I invited you to be the VIP because I hope you
can come to the scene to support me. You go to the auction yourself, but you are
a bit self-deprecating.”

The old queen laughed twice, but what she thought in her heart was: “What’s the
matter of surrendering one’s status, if I can take a picture of a rejuvenation pill,
I’m willing to go bankrupt…”
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It’s just that she didn’t have the nerve to say these words, she could only say with
a humble face: “Mr. wade is right, I was a little abrupt.”

charlie shook his head and said seriously: “I don’t mean you are abrupt, I mean
you don’t need to compete with them, because you are a VIP, no matter if you



have more assets than them, your status with me is higher than that of them.
More than two hundred of them.”

Hearing this, the old queen felt that her inferiority complex finally eased a little.

Although he is not strong enough, since charlie gives himself face like this, it is
indeed enough for him to straighten his back.

As a matter of fact, although she failed to take the Huichundan at the auction
tonight, her presence as a VIP really made her feel full of face.

She quickly said respectfully: “Thank you, Mr. wade, for being able to look down
on me so much. Our entire Iliad family is today thanks to your help, Mr. wade…”

After speaking, she hurriedly moved out her granddaughter Helena and said
seriously: “Helena often talks about Mr. wade in front of me. During this time,
she has been missing Mr. wade very much, and she is very eager to see Mr. wade
again, but she is now. Now that I have ascended the throne, I am restricted by the
status of the queen, and I cannot go abroad at will, please forgive me Mr.
wade…”

charlie also knew that the old queen deliberately mentioned Helena, in fact, just
wanted to get close to herself.

Regarding this point, charlie naturally saw through it but didn’t say anything.
Following her words, he said with a smile, “Please tell Helena back, I’ll definitely
meet again if there is a chance in the future.”
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The old queen nodded again and again and said with a look of anticipation: “Mr.
wade is welcome to bring Nordic at any time if you have time. Although Helena is
not convenient to leave the palace, the interior of the palace is still very private.
You can come to the palace for a while if you have time. sky.”

Charlie agreed casually: “Okay, I will go when I have a chance in the future.”

After he finished speaking, he looked at the old queen, and then at Orion Exeor,
and said seriously: “By the way, the two seniors came from Europe and America
this time, and they really made the juniors very grateful, so the juniors also gave
the two a little bit of advice. I have prepared some small gifts, and please don’t
dislike it.”

After all, charlie took out two red sandalwood boxes from his pocket and handed
them to Orion Exeor and the old queen respectively.

Both seemed to have guessed that the box was likely to contain rejuvenation
pills, so they were a little excited all of a sudden.

Even an old man like Orion Exeor, who has gone through great winds and waves
for a hundred years, is still a little hard to hold back.
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charlie said at this time: “In these two wooden boxes, there are a quarter of a
rejuvenation pill, which is a little bit of care from the younger generation. It is
only two companion gifts, and please accept them with a smile.”

Hearing that it was Huichundan, both of their hands suddenly trembled.

The old queen has been looking forward to Huichundan for a long time, and
today’s auction will let her see the market price of Huichundan. She was shocked
for a while, thinking that she might never have the chance to get Huichundan
again in her life.

So at this moment, seeing charlie taking the initiative to give him a copy, tears of
excitement burst into his eyes.

Although Orion Exeor had already taken a whole rejuvenation pill, he also knew
that it was charlie’s reward for him after he broke the predicament of the Long
Trapped Shoal for charlie.

Since charlie got out of the predicament of Long Chen Shoal, he has already
soared into the sky, and it is impossible for him to break the situation for him in
the future. Therefore, he once thought that he would never have the chance to
obtain the rejuvenation pill in his life.

But what he didn’t expect was that charlie took the initiative to give a quarter of
the rejuvenation pill as a thank you, which also made him very excited.

A rejuvenation pill can prolong life for more than ten or twenty years, and a
quarter of it can prolong life for at least three or five years.

But for Orion Exeor, no amount of money would be worth the rejuvenation pill in
his hand!
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Although the three VIPs today did not dare to hope that they would participate
in the auction this time and get the rejuvenation pill presented by charlie, but for
charlie, since he invited them over, how could they really let them go in vain.

A rejuvenation pill is divided into three parts, the grandfather gets half, the old
Mr. Exeor and the old queen each get a quarter, which is also a more reasonable
distribution method in his opinion.

Among the three, only grandfather Lord Wade had not eaten Huichundan.

Lord Wade is not too old, half a rejuvenation pill can make him greatly improve.



Moreover, charlie also kept a hand. If he gave his grandfather one at a time, in
case the old man had the same ambitions when he was young, and wanted to
regain control of the Wade family, it would definitely become a problem for him
at that time.

Give him half a pill at a time, let him eat the marrow and know the taste. In the
future, he will have a higher desire for rejuvenation pills, and he will be able to
cooperate more with him in the Wade family.

After all, although he has actually taken over the Wade family, most of the Wade
family’s heirs pull their hips, and many things still require the old man to do it
himself.

As for Orion Exeor and the old queen, it was entirely out of favor. The two of
them helped a lot to promote Huichundan, and it was only natural for them to
talk about their feelings.

The old queen was afraid of too many nights, so she ate the Huichundan without
any hesitation.
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She just woke up from a critical illness some time ago, and her body is relatively
weak, so she can’t wait to use Huichundan to improve.

After entering the medicine pill, it really made her feel indescribably
comfortable, and her sense of strength was much stronger, and she suddenly
regained the state of four or five years ago.

Orion Exeor originally wanted to keep this rejuvenation pill, in case it was of any
use in the future, it would be an emergency.

But seeing that the old queen had eaten it, she was too embarrassed to leave the
Huichundan and take it away.

After all, charlie’s uncle wanted to spend more than 300 billion to take away a
rejuvenation pill, but charlie didn’t agree. It would be really inappropriate to take
this rejuvenation pill by himself.

So, he also put the quarter of the rejuvenation pill into his mouth in front of
charlie.

Although taking Huichundan this time was not as shocking as taking a whole pill
last time, it still made him clearly feel that his body had become much younger
than the previous second.

The two were grateful to charlie, and after a few polite words, charlie invited
everyone to eat.

This meal was enjoyed by the guests.
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After the meal, charlie sent the three back to the administrative building, and
said to Lord Wade, “Grandpa, I have something to ask you for advice, why don’t
you go to your room and have a chat.”

“Okay!” Lord Wade readily agreed, and after saying goodbye to the other two, he
brought charlie to his room.

The grandfather and grandson sat opposite each other on the sofa, and charlie
asked him, “Grandpa, do you know the No. 99 that was kicked out at the auction
today?”

Lord Wade said, “I don’t know, what’s wrong?”

Lord Wade was deeply impressed by that person, because the guy was scared of
$370 billion as soon as he opened his mouth.

However, he didn’t know where the man came from.

charlie asked him at this time: “I asked other people, and they said that that
person is my uncle, Asher.”

“Asher? It turned out to be him…” Lord Wade’s eyes widened, and he didn’t
recover from the shock for a long time.

charlie asked, “You don’t know him?”

Lord Wade sneered and said: “Your grandfather’s family was quite dissatisfied
with our Wade family back then. When your mother married, no one came from
her family. I and your uncles have never met before. I met your second uncle
Homula at the summit in Sweden. At that time, he was on the stage and I was in
the audience, and I saw the real person from a distance. Later, I thought about
getting close to him and visiting him, but he You don’t want to see me yet.”
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